1. Let X be a Banach space and let { F(£); 0^£< » } be a family of nonlinear operators from X into itself satisfying the following conditions:
(i) T(0)=I (the identity) and T{£+7]) = T{£)T{v) for ¿, t?^0.
(ii) ||r(£)x-7X£);y||=g||x-3,|| for x, y EX.
(iii) limj_o+ ||F(£)x -x|| =0 for xEX.
It is clear that for any fixed xEX, T{¡¡)x is strongly continuous in ¿2;0. Such a family JF(£); 0:S£< °o ] is called a nonlinear contraction semigroup. Then we define the infinitesimal generator A of
{F(£);0^<~} by
Ax -lim A¡x i-»0+
whenever the limit exists, where As -ô~1{T{8)-I). We denote the domain of A by D{A).
In case of linear contraction semigroup, it is well known that F(£)x = lim r(£; At)x for x G X, £ ^ 0, and for each fixed xG-X", the convergence is uniform with respect to £ in every compact subset of [0, oe), where rft; ¿,) = exp(Mi) (see [l] ). In this case it is clear that { F(£; As); 0^£< oo } is a linear contraction semigroup and F(£; .dj) is continuous in £=^0 with respect to the uniform operator topology.
In this paper we shall give similar results for the nonlinear case. The theorem is as follows. The proof is given in §3.
Remark. The author found in Notices of the American Mathematical Society that J. R. Dorroh [2] has obtained the same result under the assumption 'for each xÇ^D, T(l-)x is strongly continuously differentiable in £è0.' Y. Kömura [4] has proved that if X is a Hubert space, then for each xÇ_D(A) 2. The proof of the main part II in our theorem is based on the following Kato's lemmas [3] . Lemma 1. Let T be an operator with domain D{T) and range R{T) in X. The following conditions are equivalent:
(D) ||x-y-a{Tx -Ty)\\ ^||x-y\\ for every x, yED{T) and a>0.
{That is, -T is monotonie in the sense of Kato.) (D') For each x, yED{T), there is fEF{x-y) such that Re{Tx-Ty,f)^0, where F is the duality map from X into X*. Proof.
Since the map x->A¿x is Lipschitz continuous, uniformly in x (see (5)), the equation (7) has a unique solution w(£; x) GCHlO, oo);Z)foranyxGX.
We shall prove (8). Remark. It is possible to prove the inequality (8) without using the duality map (that is Lemmas 1 and 2). for all £^0. Moreover, it follows from (11) that {d/dv){T{r,)x,f) = {AT{rj)x,f) for a.e. tj ^ 0. The author wishes to thank the referee for many helpful comments.
Added in Proof. Recently the author proved the following: "If C is a contraction operator (not necessarily linear) from X into itself, then ||r(w; C -I)x -Cmx\\ ^m1/2||(C-7)x|| for every xEX and positive integer m, where { F(£; C -7);0^£<<»} is a nonlinear contraction semigroup generated by C-I."
In the case of linear operators, this has been obtained by P. R. Chernoff {Note on product formulas for operator semigroups, J. Functional Analysis 2 (1968), 238-242).
Then it follows from the above result that, without the assumption (iv), the convergence (3) in the theorem holds for each xED{A)( i.e., the corollary remains true for general Banach space X).
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